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The India travel experience is indescribable. The country has a very significant historical past. The
Delhi travel includes a city tour. Known as the heart of India, Delhi still has old monuments and
buildings from the Mughal period which make it a unique destination within India. The proud Red fort
is an often visited tourist destination within Delhi. Delhi known as the heart of India is its capital and
home to the India Gate.

The land of Spice

Also known as the land of honey and spice, India is a beautiful country to visit. It has busy cities as
well as still villages. During your India travel, you must take in the culture of the country. Even
though you will be assisted by an English speaking guide, you will find it hard to resist the charm of
the local dialect and the dances. The memories of the people you meet during your India travel
experience will stay with you for a lifetime.

Delhi tours

When you reach Delhi, make sure you visit the Qutub Minar. It is a tall structure like minaret which
has been stands more than seven meters tall. Your Delhi travel guide will give you a complete tour
of the city and its finest elements. One of which is the Jama Masjid in the heart of Chandni Chowk.
You can take a rickshaw ride as well as visit the Raj Ghat which is a memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Delhiâ€™s street food in the Sitaram bazaar area is famous. The snacks and ambience will keep you
wanting more. Another fascinating place to visit during your Delhi travel is a traditional Hindu
home.If you are looking to fill up your suitcases for some shopping, Connaught place, Khan Market
and sarojini nagar markets are the best places to go. India is known for its handicrafts and khadi
wear.

Rajasthan splendor

Rajasthan is the home of the Rajput warriors and the field of many a great wars. The people here
were feared and known as the brave soldiers of India. The famous cities of Rajasthan would include
Jaipur, Agra, Udaipur and Jodhpur among others. The city palace and museum are famous
monuments to visits. During your Rajasthan travel experience, you will get to see folk dances, listen
to musicians and shop at traditional markets. It is famous for its textiles and jewelry.

Rajasthan is a world famous tourist destination in India. Lots of tourist and vacationers comes to this
place to experience the spectacular sights, warm hospitality and traditional Rajasthan Cuisine.
Rajasthan is the largest state in India and some cities of Rajasthan are Jodhpur, Jaipur, Bikaner,
Mandawa, Mount Abu, Jaisalmer, Kota, Chittorgarh, etc. There are large numbers of Rajasthan tour
packages available for the tourists.

City tour packages: This is a very popular tourist package in Rajasthan for the tourists. The travel
agents are constantly endorsing them to attract tourists. The tourists are taken to a large number of
historical cities in a very convenient way. Each city in Rajasthan has its own enchanting appeal
which attracts a large number of tourists worldwide every year.
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